Abstract-In this paper we investigate the effect of image resolution on the error rates of a face verification system. We do not restrict ourselves to the face recognition algorithm only, but we also consider the face registration. In our face recognition system, the face registration is done by finding landmarks in a face image and subsequent alignment based on these landmarks. To investigate the effect of image resolution we performed experiments where we varied the resolution. We investigate the effect of the resolution on the face recognition part, the registration part and the entire system. This research also confirms that accurate registration is of vital importance to the performance of the face recognition algorithm. The results of our face recognition system are optimal on face images with a resolution of 32 × 32 pixels.
I. INTRODUCTION
In video surveillance applications it is often difficult to obtain good quality recordings of the faces of the observed individuals. One important factor determining the quality of the recordings is the resolution of the images, which is often much lower than the resolutions typically used in face recognition. Therefore, we decided to investigate the lowest resolution at which a face recognition system still can achieve acceptable performance. In a face recognition system several processing steps are needed to recognize a person's face. Here, we investigate the sensitivity of the recognition part and the registration part to the image resolution. Currently available face recognition systems usually require face images with more than 50 pixels between the eyes. In literature several papers can be found which use much lower resolutions. Zhao et al [1] use a combination of PCA and LDA for face recognition on a resolution of 24 × 21 pixels and claim that their approach will even give good results on 19×17 pixels. Kukharev et al [2] report that the images should be larger than 28 × 23 pixels using PCA and LDA. Wang et al [3] investigate the effects of resolution on face recognition and conclude that results improve until a resolution of 64 × 48 pixels and remain constant for higher resolutions using both PCA and a combination of PCA and LDA. In [4] , Czyz et al mention that results only slightly decrease using face images of 16 × 16 pixels. Ekenel et al [5] investigate the frequency subbands that perform best. By first low pass filtering and Other papers investigate the enhancement of the resolution of images using face hallucinating or super-resolution [6] , [7] . This paper might give an indication to which resolution the image must be enhanced for reliable face recognition. In [6] it is suggested that the resolution required to find landmarks should probably be higher than the resolution used for performing face recognition. In [6] it is also noticed that not only face recognition depends on resolution but also the registration, which in many cases relies on finding facial landmarks. The papers found in literature only mention face recognition as a function of image resolution, while we also investigate the face registration as a function of image resolution. In comparison to other papers we use a larger dataset containing 3699 face image. While in [3] very limited research is done in the choose of the number of PCA/LDA components, we do more elaborate research into this subject. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we explain how we generate face images with different resolutions. In section 3 the methods we use for face registration and recognition are described. In section 4 the experiments and results are given on different resolutions. Finally, in section 5 conclusions are presented.
II. FACE IMAGE RESOLUTION
In this paper we investigate the face registration and recognition as a function of the image resolution. Instead of taking images from faces which have different distances to the camera, we have tried to simulate the effect of lowering the resolution. By using simple downsampling or taking the mean pixel value, the image will still contain high frequency components. To simulate the effect of the camera lens we used a gaussian low pass filter with σ = 0.375, followed by downsampling the image with a decimation factor of 2 in both dimensions . This approach is similar to the Gaussian pyramid used in [3] and [6] . In our research we create the following resolutions: 128 × 128, 96 × 96, 64 × 64, 48 × 48, 32 × 32, 24 × 24, 16 × 16, 12 × 12 and 8 × 8. Since cutting out the region of interest (ROI) and finding the landmarks in the lowest resolution would lead to serious quantisation errors, we decided to upscale all images to the same resolution. After downscaling, we scaled the image up to 256 × 256 for face registration and 128 × 128 for face recognition using a bilinear interpolation. The results can be seen in Figure 1 .
III. FACE RECOGNITION SYSTEM
In this section the different steps of our face recognition algorithm are discussed. The following steps are performed in our system: face detection, registration, feature extraction and classification, the latter two are taken together as 'recognition'.
A. Face Detection
For face detection we used the OpenCV implementation [8] of the face detection algorithm first proposed by Viola and Jones [9] . The region found by this algorithm is then used in our face registration algorithm. We did not investigate the sensitivity to resolution of the face detection algorithm in this paper.
B. Face Registration and Normalization
The methods for locating (MLLL:Most Likely Landmark Locator) and correcting (BILBO) the landmarks are published in [10] , [11] and summarized below. Based on the corrected landmarks the image is aligned, the ROI is determined and the face image is normalized.
1) MLLL:
This algorithm searches for landmarks, which are typical facial features, easily distinguishable by a human observer, in the region given by the face detection algorithm. In our case we search for 17 landmarks, see Figure 2 . The algorithm searches in positions around the mean location of a landmark in the detection region. The landmark is found at the location where the likelihood ratio L u,v is maximum. The likilihood ratio is given by:
Here the vector x u,v contains the gray-levels of a subimage at the location (u, v). The parameters of the probability densities p(x u,v |L) and p(x u,v |L) are respectively learnt from examples of manually labelled landmarks and non-landmarks.
2) BILBO:
BILBO is used to correct the outliers produced by the MLLL algorithm. The landmarks which have been found by MLLL are put into a vector s, which we call the shape. The shape s is projected onto a subspace of trained correct shapes, resulting in a modified shape s . The landmark positions which significantly changed in s will be corrected. The complete method is described in [10] . We use the same parameters as can be found in [10] for our experiments. The results of MLLL (dots) and some corrections by BILBO (squares) are shown in Figure 2 .
3) Face Alignment: The face images are aligned using a rigid transformation based on the landmarks 4) Face Normalization: We remove background and hair by taking an ROI as can be seen at the bottom row of Figure 1 and then we normalize the energy of the image inside the ROI. 
C. Face Recognition
For face recognition we do feature reduction by subsequently performing PCA [12] and LDA [13] . We use the algorithm proposed in [14] which uses the log-likelihood ratio to classify face images. For each class i the similarity score S is calculated by:
Here y is a vector which is a representation of the face image after feature reduction, Σ T is the total covariance matrix, Σ W is the within class covariance matrix and µ W,i is the class average.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup
In our experiments we use three datasets, namely the BioID [15] , the high-quality FRCG and the low-quality FRGC [16] . The BioID dataset consists of 1521 images of frontal faces of 23 persons, where we use 17 landmarks which are manually labelled in this database. From FRGC version 1, we used 3699 images taken under controlled conditions which is the high-quality FRGC dataset and 1803 images taken under uncontrolled conditions which is the low-quality FRGC dataset, the FRGC version 1 consists of 271 individuals. In our experiments we use the regions found by the face detection algorithm. In the framework of this research we are not interested in the performance of the face detection algorithm. Therefore, respectively 73 and 84 samples are removed from the high-and low-quality dataset in which the face is not correctly detected. For training the landmark finder we use the BioID database [15] . To train MLLL, the positive examples are cut out of every image in the dataset. For every positive example 10 negative examples are taken around that facial landmark. The BILBO algorithm is trained on the shapes of all 1521 faces in the BioID database. To verify the results of the registration we use the high-quality FRCG and the low-quality FRGC, where we search for landmarks in the region determined by the face detection algorithm. The face recognition is performed on the low-and high-quality FRGC datasets. The datasets are randomly split into two subsets, each consisting of approximately half of the images of each person. One subset is used for training and the other for testing. We train and test the face recognition algorithm on the same resolution. The same holds for other parameters, if manual landmarks are used for training then they are also used for testing. The results of the face recognition are measured in Equal Error Rate (EER), at the point of operation where False Accept Rate (FAR) is equal to the False Reject Rate (FRR). To get more accurate results, we repeat the experiments 20 times, randomly splitting the datasets so other subsets are used in the training and test set. The EER in our case is calculated from the total set of matching and non-matching scores of all experiments [17] .
B. Experiments
We conducted several experiments, investigating parts of the system and the entire system.
1) Face Recognition:
In Experiment 1 we use manual landmarks provided with the dataset, to avoid the effects of incorrect registration. By doing this experiment we can determine a minimum resolution which still gives good results and we can also verify if the claims made in literature are valid. We also look at the effect of the components of PCA and LDA under various resolutions. Our hypothesis is that adding more dimensionality will mainly have a positive effect on results of the high resolution images, because then more discriminating details of the face can be used in classification.
2) Face Registration: In Experiment 2 we investigate the results of our landmark finder under different resolutions. Our first hypothesis is that the resolution needed for accurate face registration is higher than for face recognition. Our second hypothesis is that at a certain test resolution the landmark finder trained at the same resolution gives the best results. We first compare the automatically found landmarks directly with the manually labelled landmarks. We perform some experiments by training and testing the landmark finder on different resolutions. Finally we investigate the effect of face registration on the face recognition by performing registration on all resolutions, while doing the recognition on the highest resolution.
3) Face Registration and Recognition: To study the effect of resolution on the face registration and face recognition we use in Experiment 3 the automatically found landmarks to register the face images and then perform the recognition. The results of the registration and recognition on the same resolution are calculated to determine the effect of resolution on the overall system.
4) Face Recognition using erroneous landmarks:
Because we only use one landmark finding technique, we decided to investigate what will happen at different resolutions if registration errors are made. Our landmark finding algorithm may perform optimal for a certain resolution, but that doesn't mean other algorithms will. This experiment allows us to predict the EER of face recognition algorithm based on the RMS error made by the registration. In the next section we present the details and the results of the experiments.
C. Results
1) Face Recognition (Experiment 1):
We first perform experiments using the manual labelling given by the FRGC dataset. The EER is calculated for every resolution on the lowand high-quality FRGC database and is shown in Figure 3 , where this is done for the low-and high-quality FRGC database. The EERs remain almost constant downto a resolution of 32×32 pixels, below this resolution the EER increases rapidly. This seems to be in accordance with other papers where still good results are mentioned on low resolution face images. Our results on face recognition show that training and testing on low resolutions still give good results. This also means that if the lowest resolution of the face images for a certain system is given, training on this resolution gives good results for all the above resolutions downto 32×32 pixels. For these experiments on the high-and low quality FRGC we use respectively 150 and 90 PCA dimensions and 50 LDA dimensions. To investigate the influence of the dimensionality at various resolutions, two other experiments are performed. In the first experiment we increase the number of PCA components beginning with 50 PCA components with steps of 20, and we use 50 LDA components (Figure 4 ). In the second experiment we use 270 PCA components for high quality FRGC and 110 PCA components for low quality FRGC and we increase the number of LDA components beginning with 10 components using steps of 20 (see Figure 5) . These experiments are done on both FRGC datasets for the resolutions 128 × 128, 64 × 64, 32 × 32 and 16 × 16. Figure 4 and 5 show that the results on the resolutions 64 × 64 and 128 × 128 are almost the same and that the results for 32 × 32 are slightly worse. Using more than 90 PCA components on the high quality FRGC will give better results for high resolutions, beyond that the results seem to remain stable on this dataset. On the low quality FRGC dataset using above 110 PCA components will worsen the results. Using more LDA components than the 50 components we already use in the first experiment also seems to worsen the results. In most cases around 30 LDA components seems to be the optimal choice. Figure 4 and 5 also show that the number of components depends more on the database that is used than on the different resolutions. 
2) Face Registration (Experiment 2):
In this experiment we search for the location of the landmarks in the different resolution face images. To measure the performance of the landmark finding we use the RMS error which compares manually labelled landmarks with the automatically found landmarks after the alignment. The exact calculation of the RMS error we use, is given below, because a straightforward comparison cannot be used due to the difference in scale in the face images. 1) Translate, scale and rotate the groundtruth data so that the eye landmarks are on a horizontal line at a 100-pixels distance form each other. 2) Align the shape found to the corresponding groundtruth shape. 3) Calculate the Euclidian distance between each landmark and its groundtruth equivalent. 4) Remove the bias caused by the different labelling policies in the databases, i.e. tip of the nose (BioID) versus a point between the nostrils (FRGC). 5) Calculate the RMS value of the remaining difference between the found shape and the groundtruth shape, which is now given as a percentage of the inter-eye distance.
In the FRGC database the center of the mouth is labelled, while our methods label the mouth corners. Therefore, prior to calculating the error an estimate of the center of the mouth was obtained by computing the midpoint of the mouth corners. During our experiment the training of MLLL is done using the highest resolution images of the BIOID and for testing we used the high-quality FRGC database. The results are shown in Table I . Because the resolution of 32×32 gives the best results, we have studied the effect of training on other resolutions. The results of these experiments are shown in Table II and III on both the high-and low-quality FRGC, the values in the table are the mean of the RMS errors of the eyes, nose and mouth. Tables II and III show that training on the highest resolution still gives overall better results than training on lower resolutions. Tables II and III also show that the results of training on 128 × 128 pixels and the highest resolution are almost the same. The reason is that the resolution of the face images of this dataset is around 150 × 150 pixels and thus close to 128 × 128 pixels. It seems that MLLL performs best at the resolution of 32×32 pixels, nearly for almost all training resolutions. We investigate the effects of this registration methode on Figure 6 by the dotted line. Optimal results in EER are also reached at 32 × 32. It appears that the RMS error gives a good indication of the EER, because the RMS error and EER follow the same trend.
3) Face Recognition and Registration (Experiment 3):
In this experiment we investigate the effects of the entire system under different resolutions. We first perform face registration and then the face recognition on the same resolution. The results of face registration and recognition under various resolutions are shown in EER in Figure 6 by the dashed line. The other lines in Figure 6 are the results of only face recognition using the manual landmarks (solid line), and the results of only face registration doing face recognition on resolution of 128 × 128 pixels (dotted line). Figure 6 shows that our landmark finding algorithms works best at 32×32 and also for the whole face recognition system the performance is best for this resolution. For resolutions above 32 × 32 pixels the influence of the registration on the EER is significant, while for lower resolutions the EER is dominated by the poor performance of the face recognition. The difference obtained in EER between manual and automatic landmarks is rather large, so there is much to gain by improving the face registration.
4) Face Recognition by using erroneous landmarks (Experiment 4):
In this experiment we added Gaussian noise to the manually labelled landmarks and, based upon these landmarks, the face registration and recognition is performed. For the noisy landmarks we calculated the RMS error of the landmarks and the EER of the face recognition algorithm. This experiment is performed on both FRGC datasets and the results are shown in Figure 7 . It shows that the EERs of resolutions 32 × 32 up to 128 × 128 remain almost the same for all RMS errors. Results in RMS error and corresponding EER of our face registration and recognition for the resolutions 16 × 16, 32×32, 64×64 and 128×128 are shown as the large symbols (respectively, plus, diamonds, cross and dot) in the Figure 7 . These results correspond well with the erroneous landmark results, which indicates that with this graph we can roughly predict the results on face recognition if we know the RMS error of the registration.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we investigate the effect of image resolution on the result of a face recognition system. The results confirm that face recognition algorithms using a PCA/LDA-based system are not very sensitive to resolution and still give good results at resolutions as low as 32×32 pixels. This also means training on 32 × 32 pixels will give good results if the face recognition system has to deal with various resolutions above 32 × 32 pixels. We also show that the optimal choice for the number of PCA and LDA components depends on the resolution, but much more on the dataset that is used. Increasing the amount of PCA and LDA components can help in cases where the resolution and quality of the images is high, however at the risk of overtraining. . EER under different RMS errors using erroneous landmarks, the large symbols are the locations using automatically obtained landmarks
We have also investigated the relation between face registration and resolution. Our registration algorithm performs best on the upscaled image with a resolution of 32 × 32 pixels. The landmark finding was not improved by training on the same resolution as used for testing. Other registration methods may behave differently under various resolutions. We also show that there is much to be gained by accurate registration. This can be seen in the difference in results of the face recognition between manually and automatically found landmarks. This confirms that accurate registration is of vital importance for face recognition. Our entire face recognition system works best at the resolution of 32 × 32 pixels.
